
Beam-Hjet breakup tagging:
RHIC Run23 tests
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 Motivation

 Run22 tests
  presentation EICUG polar. mtg. 11.05.22*

 Requirements for Run23 tests:
   - Hjet readout extra module ?
  need input from JLab DAQ experts:
   - different readout mode Hjet/tagger modules ?
   - Hjet trigger → tagger module ?

 Extra slides: info on Hjet/JLab readout (A. Poblaguev)

W. Schmidke
EICUG polarim.
mtg. 05.10.22

*https://indico.bnl.gov/event/15532/contributions/63237/attachments/40912/68391/EICUG_polarim_11.05.22_ZDCs.pdf
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 Absolute polarimetry requires elastic scattering:
   e.g. Hjet @ RHIC pp→pp, 3He @ EIC hh→hh or hp→hp

 Proton can break up e.g. pp→pNπ
   large mass difference (p,pπ) ~100 MeV
    resolved in Hjet recoil detector

 3He can break up hh→hdp or hh→hnpp
   small mass difference (h,dp) or (h,npp) few MeV
    not resolved in Hjet recoil detector

 Can tag 3He breakup fragments,
    reject inelastic events, estimate corrections to elastic

 Implementation might look like:

 EIC IR design group:
  - place @ IR4 defined for polarimeters*
  - with required sequence:
     Hjet→dipole→drift space→n,p taggers (d too close to beam)

Motivation

*https://indico.bnl.gov/event/16983/contributions/67945/attachments/43143/72531/EICUG_polarim_07.09.22.pdf
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 Tagger hits correlated w/ p-beam:
  hit, p-beam same bunch structure

Run22 tests: pp  
 Spare ZDCs (hadron calorimeters) installed:
  downstream of Hjet, after dipole bend
 Read out in spare pC polarimeter DAQ channels 
    (easy, run between pC measurements)

 Tagger rate ∝ Hjet target density:

Demonstrated:
 tagging p-beam breakup
 in Hjet o target interactions
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 2023: plan to have RHIC APEX* time with 3He beam

 Allow ultimate breakup tagging test:
    hp→pnpp, detect recoil p in Hjet, n in taggers
    estimate breakup rate (expect few %)

 Need to correlate Hjet, tagger hits: same DAQ system 

Run23 tests: 3He p

*Accelerator Physics EXperiments

Present Hjet DAQ (96 channels) details extra slides
 each channel autonomous: trig. on pulse > threshold

 saved each channel
   - full wave form, ~80 samples, ~4 nS
   - Amplitude & Time reconstructed from wave form
   - time stamp: RHIC bunch # (0-119)
                         RHIC revolution #, incremented every 12.8 μS
      together identify unique bunch ×ing, offline correlate different chan.

 Saved in buffer, read out VME every ?
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 Present Hjet DAQ has 6 FADC250 modules, 16 chan. each

 Could sacrifice few (4-6) unimportant Hjet chan., plug in taggers

 But rates: Hjet channels ~10 Hz; tagger channels 10's kHz
   taggers would quickly fill module buffers

 Can we add another FADC250 module for tagger chans. ?

If yes:
 Can the tagger module store all but waveform samples ?
   save factor ~20 buffer filling rate. Maybe still too high...

Better solution:
 Can Hjet channel triggers be used to trigger tagger module?
   - tagger rate stored < Hjet rate, no rate problem
   - but no independent measure of tagger rates

DAQ: Hjet + taggers



Extras
 Andrei's slides on Hjet VME readout @ PSTP 2015:
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